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Abstract
The spread of drugs had countries to prevent the devastating effects of this international conventions which include, the United Nations Convention on Drugs of 1961, the Convention on Combating Drugs Trafficking and the one which was approved on Psychotropic Substances in 1988 by the United Nations that are accepted in Iran.

Unlike consequences of other crimes that may affect some parts of the society, the harmful effects of drugs will engage the whole society from as far as economic, social and cultural society perspectives are concerned. Legislation systems have recognized the drugs as a crime to its damages. Therefore heavy punishments are taken into considerations for it. The study and comparison of these conventions and approved acts of drugs trafficking show that all of them have been trying to combat with drugs keep ex addicts return to their normal life. The criminal titles in the Conventions for the drugs include construction, manufacturing, distribution, transportation, export, etc. That with little change has been criminalized in reformatory act of 1376 in Iran. The Study report of the conventions indicate that proposal sanction and punishment for drugs crime would not suffice drugs in Iran. For example in Iran the death penalty still exist in some circumstances while this punishment is not expressed clearly and the conventions suggested punishments like some fines, imprisonment and penalty of replace negative freedom.

The main subject of this article is the level of conformity of criminalization drugs with international documents that in adjustment of the text and collection of resources was used of method of scripture analytical and library.
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